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If you missed it in the Mountain Views newspaper in November, here is part of the article written by Kath
Gannaway.

Third generation nurseryman and horticulturist
Wes Fleming will head up a committee tasked
with establishing an action plan for the
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve (YNCR).
Environment Minister Lisa Neville and Deputy
Premier and Monbulk MP James Merlino
announced the make up of the Yellingbo
Conservation Area Co-ordinating Committee
during a visit to Yellingbo on Wednesday 4
November. …
…The Yellingbo investigation area is extensive,
located between the Dandenong Ranges and
the Yarra Ranges national parks. The towns of
Yellingbo, Cockatoo, Monbulk, Emerald, Woori Yallock, Yarra Junction, Launching Place, Hoddles Creek and
Seville are within its boundaries…
…Minister Neville said the committee was crucial in ensuring co-ordinated action to help conserve and
enhance the local biodiversity and habitat for threatened species….
Pg
Mr. Fleming will bring together representatives of organisations including What's inside
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater, DELWP, Parks Victoria, Zoos
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Victoria – Healesville Sanctuary, Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment
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Management Authority, Trust for Nature, Melbourne Water, and Yarra
Ranges and Cardinia councils along with community representatives….
Out in the Field
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…The reserve
itself currently
occupies
around 600
hectares but is
impacted by
surrounding
public and
private land
and
waterways….
…..VEAC said
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several key elements of land management for biodiversity required significant co-ordinated involvement
by parties already involved and identified pest, plant and animal control, threatened species recovery,
revegetation, riparian land management and research and planning for the management of hydrology as
key elements needing a
co-ordinated approach…

…Celebrating the announcement of the new
Yellingbo Conservation Area Co-coordinating
Committee last week - Environment Minister Lisa
Neville and new chairman Wes Fleming, with
(back) Chairman of Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater, Bob Anderson, DELWP senior
ornithologist Bruce Quin and Deputy Premier and
Monbulk MP James Merlino.

images courtesy of Mail News Group
For full article, go to
http://mountainviews.starcommunity.com.au/mail/2015-11-09/fleming-leads-critical-survivalplan/

Visit to Yellingbo by Two Ministers
Local member, the Deputy Premier and Minister for Education, the Hon James Merlino
and Minister for the Environment the Hon Lisa Neville visited Yellingbo on Wednesday, 4 th November to
announce funding for a Volunteer Coordinator position and to announce the formalisation of the Yellingbo
Area Conservation Coordinating Committee.
The Friends have been successful in obtaining funds to employ a part-time coordinator, who will organise a
roster of feeding volunteers, arrange their training and monitor the data collection of the Helmeted
Honeyeater population at Yellingbo. There are over 80 volunteers used in the supplementary feeding
program. The Friends appreciate the assistance of a number DELWP staff over the years who have taken
on that role. DELWP have handed the responsibility to the Friends to organise the role for the next 5 years.
In addition Minister Neville announced that a committee represented by government agencies and
community conservation folk will formally meet from now on to coordinate the project to manage the
Crown Land in the Yarra Valley which links the Yarra River, Woori Yallock/Cockatoo Creeks and tributaries.
Laundry Upgrade
Our Secretary, Marita Hanigan, has led a group of volunteers who have planned and transformed the
house laundry into a preparation room for the supplementary feeding program. A number of wise heads
planned the project and the successful renovation was carried out by expert volunteers.
2016 Calendar
When you peruse the 2016 calendar it becomes more than obvious why we volunteer for the animals and
the vegetation that inhabit this beautiful part of the Yarra valley. Congratulations to Nick Bradsworth and
the team who developed such a worthy illustration of the Yellingbo area.
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Breakfast with the Birds
By the time you read this edition of the He Ho Herald, many members will have feasted at the Depot Shed,
listened to the Parks Victoria Area Chief Range Jack Dinkreve tell of his Ranger experiences and hopefully
they will have watched Helmeted Honeyeaters in their natural habitat.
What away to end an exciting year! May the festive season be a wonderful one for all of our members.
Robert Anderson
Bob updated his report with …
Yesterday we had a “Breakfast with the Birds” as our final Members’ meeting for 2015. The
charmers obliged! As the group of 30 + strolled along, He Hos appeared high up in the canopy and
better still a group of 4 flew over to land close by for a really close inspection. It was a “wow”
experience!

Over the past few months orders and plant sales have slowed considerably. In part due
to the sudden burst of hot weather and prolonged dry spell.
With disappointing spring sales and lots of quality
plants in stock, many of which were in flower, and with
lots of tube stock that was surplus to order
requirements and in need of planting out we needed to
look at ways of improving the situation.
It was decided to hold a plant sale. The idea was to
encourage the passing traffic, limited though it is, to
stop at the nursery and have a closer look at the wide
range of inexpensive local plants we have on offer. It is
also a chance for people to take in the information on
our excellent Helmeted Honeyeater and Leadbeater’s
Possum information panels and for us to hand out
information brochures and perhaps encourage some
new volunteers as well as increase plant sales.
New signs were created indicating our sale and so far
the effect has been a positive one, with a number of
people dropping in that had not previously visited the
nursery along with others that are more familiar. It is
surprising the number of people who are still unaware
of our existence.
We plan to hold the sale again next year but we will
start a little earlier and advertise more widely in the
lead up. For this year we will run the sale through until
the end of December.
The volunteer nursery crew have again been working
images: Michelle Faram
hard and achieving great things this year.
It is time once again to thank everyone for being so generous with their time and for the support they give
to Shirley and me, ensuring that the nursery runs smoothly and successfully.
From the loyal band of regular nursery volunteers, the members of the Friends committee, the corporate,
school and community groups and to my fellow employees Shirley and James, thanks for a wonderful year.
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I am looking forward to working with everyone again next year in our endeavour to create and enhance
more Helmeted Honeyeater habitat.

YELLINGBO NATURE CONSERVATION RESERVE
2015/2016 breeding season
The 2015/2016 breeding season for Helmeted
Honeyeaters living at Yellingbo NCR has delivered on
its promise to be highly successful. The outcomes are
listed in dot point below and are reward for the hard
work of volunteers, agency staff and the honeyeaters!
27 breeding pairs confirmed; that is 4 more than for
2014/2015 breeding season.
40 fledglings produced by 17 different pairs; the
record for the recovery program of 46 fledglings
produced last breeding season is under threat!
11 of the 2015/2016 fledglings banded (10 of them
DNA-sampled) to date.
A swap of 2 chicks between a captive and a wild nest
occurred the day prior to writing this article.
(this action will assist maintenance of the highest level
of genetic diversity in the captive colony as is possible)

image: Sandra Turnley

2015 Release of Captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters
18 Helmeted Honeyeaters bred at Healesville Sanctuary during the
2014/2015 breeding season were released at two different locations in
Yellingbo on 24th September 2015.
Six of these birds were released at the site created in 2014; the other
12 have formed a new colony on this creek system in Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve away from Cockatoo Swamp.
14 of the 18 birds released on 24th September 2015 have been
recorded recently. One breeding pair has formed amongst the release
group at this year’s new release site. Three females and one male from
the reintroduction area of Cockatoo Swamp also have been sighted
regularly at this location since the release.

Karina Cartwright
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BUNYIP STATE PARK
With so many more birds to look after at Yellingbo, we have not found any time to spend at Bunyip State
Park this current breeding season to date. However, volunteer Andrew Fraser and I will get there before
the end of this year and hope to find the last two Helmeted Honeyeaters known from Bunyip State Park
breeding this season.
YELLOW-TUFTED HONEYEATER COLLECTION
Four individuals of the gippslandicus subspecies of Yellow-tufted Honeyeater were collected from Licola for
Healesville Sanctuary’s Helmeted Honeyeater captive-breeding program during August 2015. This will
increase the capacity to cross-foster eggs from captive Helmeted Honeyeaters to captive gippslandicus
females. Ultimately, there will be more captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters for release into the wild each
year.
What a hectic but exciting time for all of us! I will keep you updated on progress. Many thanks for the
wonderful assistance.
FEEDERS NEEDED
Supplementary feeding of Helmeted Honeyeaters and the associated activities - feed station
cleaning, feed bowl cleaning, data collection etc) I would be very grateful if anyone who would like
to assist with this work. Please email hehofeeder@gmail.com
Regards, Bruce

Images: Merryn Kelly, DELWP
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Info: yvlandcare@bigpond.com
A beautiful Spring day set the scene for another Landcare for Singles event at Yellingbo NCR in
September this year. Participants helped to plant 1050 plants to complement the extensive
rehabilitation of habitat being undertaken by the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater. The day was
supported by a community grant from the PPWCMA and volunteers from the Friends and Macclesfield
Landcare Group.
Group photo from the day – Sunday 13th
September 2015 Landcare for Singles –
hosted by the Friends of the HeHo, with
support from Macclesfield LG and Yarra
Ranges Landcare Network. This event was
made possible through a PPWCMA
Community Grant.

For more information about Landcare for
Singles, contact Yarra Ranges Landcare Network on 0488 766 113 or yvlandcare@bigpond.com

Revegetation and Education Program
I’m pleased to report 2015 was not only a busy year, but also a year of great outcomes for
the Friends’ revegetation and education programs.
Helmeted Honeyeaters now nesting in revegetation: our work is paying off.
Firstly, I can report we now have observed Helmeted Honeyeaters nesting in at least two separate
revegetation sites, both no more than 5 years old. I’ve also observed
Helmeted Honeyeaters actively foraging in a number of other
revegetation plots planted between 2007 - 2010, including the Bob
Taylor memorial plot - a touching outcome. One of the revegetation
sites forms a core component of the 2015 captive release site. To date,
released birds have thrived at this site. Furthermore, these birds have
been joined by wild-dispersing birds from Cockatoo Creek. This
indicates the effective role revegetation can play in release site
preparation and success, in particular when delivered in conjunction
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with other active management such as supplementary feeding and predator avoidance training. These
are early days - colonisation of revegetation is a historical first for the Recovery Program, so it is
important we record observations to assist with design of future work. Furthermore, we all need to
get out and sell this story in the community. 26 years of solid community effort have got us to this
point. Numerous schools, community and corporate groups have contributed an enormous amount of
in-kind labour and support and they are now starting to see a return on their investment. We aren’t
just holding this species back from the brink of extinction, we are actively recovering it.
Revegetation Program 2015
We commenced planting in the 3rd week of April this year and concluded our last planting on the 20th
November. I’m happy to say we were over target, planting a total of 25,924 tubestock seedlings. Our
plantings were funded by the following grants and organisations:




Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association/PPWCMA ‘Yarra Wildlife Grant’ 2014-15.
The Port Phillip & Westernport Catchment Management Authority Community Grant
Program 2014-15.
Greening Australia - funding provided through their own JESWA Yarra Wildlife Grant’ 2014

All works from these grants are now concluded and the grants finalised. Revegetation and weed
management works were conducted across 3 sections of Woori Yallock Creek - the vicinity of the
Depot shed (Shield Rd), the Depot Shed to Shaw Rd section, and the 3.2 ha site near the confluence of
Woori Yallock Creek and Cockatoo Creek. Works involved a number of revegetation methods
including: deer exclusion fencing plots, revegetation of cleared paddock sites, and habitat enrichment
plantings in remnant vegetation. The latter using individually guarded plantings protected with guards
designed to exclude browsers (deer, wallabies), enhance growth rates and withstand flooding events.
In total, we engaged a total of 25 groups, totally 671 people who collectively contributed 2,374.5
hours of in-kind labour. If we put a price on that community effort ($30.00/hr), that would equal an
investment of $71,235.00 by the community for this calendar year. In addition to the community
in-kind effort, we contracted 3 weed management / revegetation contractors and 1 fencing contractor

Latrobe University, Bendigo April 15

Wire mesh tree guard in flood
images: James Frazer
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Reveg growth: 8th Sept 15

Before Reveg: 23rd Feb 14

I’d like to express my sincere thanks to the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association, the PPWCMA, and
Greening Australia for funding our revegetation program this year. I’d also like to acknowledge the
ongoing support of Parks Victoria. Going forward for 2016, our revegetation program will be funded
through a large grant from the Commonwealth Government ’20 Million Trees Program’. All works will
be directed towards re-establishing a large patch of Eucalyptus camphora swamp forest in the cleared
swamp and terraces adjacent to the Depot Shed site. This will be a logistically easy site to work with
and it is hoped, given the success of Woori Yallock Heho releases, the site will be colonised in the near
term.
Education Program
The big items for our Education Program in 2015 were the construction of the outdoor classroom
space, and a proposal submitted to the State Government for funding of a redevelopment of the
Depot Shed into an interpretive centre and modern teaching space. Fingers crossed for this proposal!
The outdoor classroom has now been used by a number of school groups and has now featured in
local media covering a Ministerial announcement.
All 25 planting groups visiting Yellingbo in 2015 received an introductory presentation on Helmeted
Honeyeater conservation prior to their planting activity. In addition I presented to 9 other school and
community groups throughout the year. Bob Anderson hosted a prearranged visit by Geelong College
while I was on annual leave and much to the students (and his) delight, Helmeted Honeyeaters were
observed.
Finally I’d like to express my sincere thanks to those volunteers who have been instrumental in
helping the revegetation and education program achieve the outcomes described above. Particular
kudos goes to Jess Longmuir, Jayne Chandler, Tom Nicholson, Bianca Mallia, Jordan Crook, the Nursery
crew and the FOHH Sunday Reveg Group. 2015 would not have been possible without you!

See you all in 2016. Here’s to another bumper breeding season!

Contacts

President
Secretary

Bob Anderson
Marita Hanigan

Neil Wentworth

Vice-President
Treasurer

Bruce Quin

Robin Young

Richard Case
Susan Mc Veigh
Jeff Dickinson

DSE ornithologist
Bruce Quin
Nursery Manager
Michelle Faram
FoHH Co-ord
James Frazer
Merchandise
Debbie Mitchell
Newsletter Editor Sandra Turnley e: hehonewsletter@gmail.com
To contact any of the above, call the office on 5964 8341
To contact Bruce directly 5954 4010
Richard Case 9720 4062
e: heho1@optusnet.com.au
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
YV Landcare Network Co-ord Anne Fitzpatrick 0488 766 113 e: YVLandcare@bigpond.com
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Your donations are very important to us and we would like to thank and acknowledge the following for
their recent donations; Frank Dean, CWA Wandin Branch, Nene Haggar, Kim Wormald, Kerry Dawborn,
Neville Millar
We would also like to acknowledge the ongoing and valuable contribution of mealworms for the
supplementary feeding program from 'Pisces Enterprises', Brookfield Queensland – they have been greatly
appreciated by the burgeoning population of fledglings in the reserve.
Don’t forget: if you shop at IGA, you can nominate the Friends group on your community benefits card
and 0.5% of your shopping dollars will be directed to us.

A gentle Spring to report on, with planting and weeding keeping us busy.
The Reveg Day of the 13th of September coincided with the Landcare for Singles day, so we
joined forces to help each other out. We loaded up a thousand plants
●
●
●
and drove down to the 3.2 Ha Confluence Block where we laid the
plants out in two areas. We were treated to the sight of a Wedgetailed Eagle flying slowly over the valley while being buzzed by about
Sunday 13 December
five Magpies. Soon the planters arrived and we set about the business
Sunday 10 January
of digging holes and filling them in. By 1.30pm, all the plants were in
Sunday 14 February
the ground and we headed back to the house for a BBQ put on for us
Sunday 13 March
by Macclesfield Fire Brigade.
All start at 10.00 am
After lunch, we went for a short walk up to the Depot listening to the
at the Nursery & are
birds and admiring the mature Manna Gums. As we were standing
automatically cancelled
about two metres from the sculpture bird-bath, a White-naped
on Total Fire Ban days
Honeyeater flew down but seeing us took off again. It’s nice to see
●
●
●
this bird of the tree-tops so close and nice to see the bird-bath being
used so soon after construction.
On the 11th of October we continued our weeding activities. As we went down Shaw Road we saw two
Common Bronzewings and then, on the corner near the wetland, a rather large Echidna. We went
downstream a fair way, then turned and worked upstream. Lots
of birds were calling including two of our spring visitors, the
Sacred Kingfisher and the Reed-Warbler. We checked the
Montpellier Broom patch but for the first time in eight years, no
plants were found! Maybe it was just having a bad year, or
maybe we are winning. Time will tell and we will continue to
monitor this weed. We came across a Wombat here, at the edge
Montpellier Broom
of a burrow but it quickly went deeper in.
We moved on, looking for isolated specimens of Inkweed and Madeira Winter Cherry but didn’t find any.
And our original Forget-me-not site didn’t have any either! Again, eight years. We did find a new Angled
Onion patch at the billabong at the back of the Plant-a-thon ’99 site. We removed most of it easily enough
and will add this site to the list. On the way back we pulled three Bulbil Watsonia and three Prunus and
then stopped for lunch.
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After, we went on to McColl’s Swamp where we found and removed another
small patch of Angled Onion. Then it was on to the Up-and-Downs, where we
picked out a few tiny Bulbil Watsonia from the patch we discovered in August
14.
The 8th of November was a lovely sunny day. Greeting us from the paddocks
near the house was a small flock of ten Cattle Egrets, including some in
breeding plumage. We headed off first to check the billabong patch of Angled
Onion but it had finished. We did discover and remove a small patch of Large
Quaking Grass nearby.

Angled Onion

Continuing the theme, we moved next to the open area near Vim Alley but found very little. We do seem
to be having a good year. As we moved along our main Quaking Grass control area we found some along
the track but only a little in the bush. A Striped Marsh Frog called and we came across a Kookaburra nest,
using the same tree hollow as last year.
Back at the house, we weeded one final patch,
ending with a total of only half a bag of Large
Quaking Grass for the morning, much less than in
previous years. We also found a couple of
specimens of Lesser Quaking Grass, so this is a new
one we will have to watch out for. At lunch, Brown
Thornbills called from the shrubs above the
verandah and peeked down at us, A Grey Fantail
flew in and collected spider webs then flew off,
presumably to a nest-under-construction.
Large Quaking Grass
After lunch, we headed downstream as far as the YarraCare sites,
images: Shire of Yarra Ranges
picking up a few stray tree guards along the way.
A Red-browed Finch fiddled with a grass stem, brilliant in the sunshine.
Far away, a Pallid Cuckoo called. A lone Pelican soared over Cockatoo Creek. Directly overhead, a call came
from a distant speck, a Swamp Harrier, maybe 300 m up. And nearby, a Reed-Warbler, hopping along the
fence of a planting cell, then down to some Juncus and then to the open ground.
On to McColl’s Swamp and the People’s Choice Quaking Grass patch. Here we removed half a bag, mostly
immature with seed heads not showing. This and other grasses nearby had been grazed some time ago but
were now coming back. The day closed with a Wedge-tailed Eagle flying overhead, this time being chased
by Little Ravens. I wondered if it was the same Eagle.

Red-browed Finch

Pallid Cuckoo
Images: Birdlife Australia - http://birdlife.org.au/
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Reed-Warbler

100% of proceeds go to our on-ground projects to save this special species
Cost

No. required

Mugs
Ceramic mug with Helmeted Honeyeater

Pick-up only

$10

Special offer
Hard cover
Soft cover

$10
$5
$30
$15

Books
'Yellingbo - a special place'
'Hilton hunts for a home' picture book
'Luna the leadbeater's possum"
'Luna the leadbeater's possum"

Cards
Blank cards with envelopes for all occasions:
Members' photos of the He Ho and a selection of
paintings

$2 each
or 6 for
$10

Clothing

Sizes available

Polo fleece beanies:
 Blue with Pink Heath (epacris impresso)
 Green with Helmeted Honeyeater

Size fits all

Polo shirt- smart slate blue, ladies / CHILD size
Polo Shirt - smart slate blue, mens
Polar fleece Vest - Blue
Polar fleece Jacket - Green

10, 12, 14 ,16
l, xl, xxl, xxxl
xl
S, m, l

$20
$25
$30
$45

Canvas hat - Bone HH emblem, brim 20 cms
Canvas hat - Green - HH emblem, brim 20 cms
Bone bucket hat
CAPS, bone brushed cotton dark green, suede
brim (like the original ones)

59, 61
57,
Size fits all

$10
$10
$8
$10

$10
$10

Total
10% postage & handling

TOTAL TO PAY

........................................................................
........................................................................
..................................................................................

Contact details (BLOCK LETTERS please}
Name:
Address:
Daytime phone:
E-mail:
Mail to: Friends of HeHo PO box 131 Woori Yallock Vic 3139
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Sub-total

Olearia myrsinoides

Helichrysum semipapposum

●

●

●

Copyright
All illustrations and images are copyright and must not be used in any form or by any means be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted without prior written approval.
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